
 

 

Abstract— CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public 

Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart) is a 

security mechanism designed to differentiate between humans 

from malicious bot program. Captcha's are the security checks 

which prevents spammers and hackers from getting the 

important data from the web pages through this malicious code 

or robotic software program. Text-based captcha's were most 

widely deployed across the web to secure against malicious bot 

programs. Numerous successful attacks on this single layer 

text-based attacks were deployed by Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, 

Amazon, and other Internet giants. These attacks on text-based 

captcha's achieved a success rate from 5% to 77 % in less than 

10 seconds on a standard desktop computer (with 3.5 GHz 

Intel Core i5 CPU and 8 GB RAM). In 2015 Microsoft 

deployed a new two-layer Captcha scheme which was more 

difficult for bots to attack. But recent survey state that the two-

layer Microsoft's Captcha can be attacked with an average 

speed of 9.05s on a standard desktop computer. In this paper, 

Microsoft two layer captcha is analysed studied and new 

multilayer captcha is being proposed which will make bots 

difficult to attack the Captcha and get the important data from 

web maliciously. The proposed Captcha will be composed 

multilayer text-based captcha combined with an image which 

can be solved using a checkbox. The proposed captcha can be 

solved by humans in less than two seconds but will be very 

difficult for bots to solve. The proposed captcha is also time- 

based which should be solved within 10 seconds which will 

make bots even more challenging to attack the captcha. 

  

Index Terms— BOTS, CAPTCHA, Image Captcha, 

Microsoft two-layer Captcha, reCaptcha, Security, Text-based 

Captcha.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

he Internet is becoming the town square for the 

global village of tomorrow 

                Bill Gates. 

 

The internet has become the central information hub and a 

common meeting ground for all inhabitants from every 

corner of the world. The usage of the internet is growing 

exponentially day-to-day activities like online banking, 

online bill payment, online shopping, online 
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train/bus/airplane tickets booking, important business 

transaction, and important bank transactions are done 

through internet. With these exponential growths of the 

internet, the web services attacks by the malicious 

automated program (bots) which silently steal important 

data from the web are also increasing. Hence there is a need 

to distinguish these bots and humans to protect private data. 

Captcha is a Turing test that distinguishes human from a 

computer. Captcha not only deals with security but also 

improves the performance of the internet. captcha should 

have the following three characteristics. 

1. Human should easily solve captcha in a few seconds. 

2. Captcha should be easily be generated by tester 

machines 

3. Captcha should be very difficult for bots to solve. 

The most used captcha are most secured one. The following 

are some captcha available in the market 

 

reCaptcha [7]  – This is the most popular captcha which 

was used by Google search engine. It is very simple 

captcha, it just asks the user to tick on the checkbox ‘I M 

NOT ROBOT' to confirm the user's presence and thus 

differentiate the user from the bot. Figure 1 shows 

reCAPTCHA 

 

 
Figure 1 reCAPTCHA 

 

 

Nucaptcha- The types of captcha keeps the track of human 

behaviour and identify the human from the bots. 

Sweet Captcha and Play through – this captcha makes the 

user drag and drop the image and match the image with the 

captcha. 

 

Biometric Security – This captcha runs with the 

fingerprint, eye scan, face-scan etc. 

 

Text-based Captcha [4] – This type of captcha consisted of 

English alphabets, numerals and special characters and also 

uses sophisticated distortion rotation or noise interference to 

make it difficult for bots to pass the captcha. This captcha 

was most widely used. 
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Figure 2 Text-based CAPTCHA [4] 

 

Microsoft two layer captcha – Microsoft deployed the 

two-layer captcha in 2015. In this captcha all characters 

were connected to each other top-to-bottom, left-to-right 

which made it difficult for bots to identify each character 

and pass the captcha. 

 

 
Figure 3 Microsoft two layer captcha 

 

These captchas are mostly used for the security purpose and 

are widely used during 

1. Form submission 

2. Online Registration 

3. Online Transaction 

4. Online downloading of important materials from 

servers 

5. Posting comments on social media 

 

Disadvantages of existing captcha. 

 

Text-based captcha – Text-based captchas are usually 

based on English alphabets that use multiple fonts, different 

font size, sophisticated distortion, rotation, blurred letters 

and noise interference to prevents bots to recognize the text-

based captcha, but sometimes it becomes even difficult for 

humans to crack the captcha. These text-based captchas can 

be easily identified by modern optical character recognition 

(OCR) algorithm. Current research states that there were 

90% numerous successful attack of text-based captcha 

deployed by Google, Yahoo, and Amazon. Hence text-based 

captcha is not secured anymore. 

Microsoft Two layer Captcha – In 2015 Microsoft 

deployed two layer captcha which connected the sides of 

each character across both top-to-bottom and right-to-left in 

order to detect the difficulty of detecting where each 

character is by the bots. Research states that even a two-

layer Microsoft captcha can be attacked at the success rate 

of 44.6% with an average speed of 9.05 seconds on the 

standard desktop computer. 

In this paper, several captchas are studies and analysed 

especially Text-based captcha and Microsoft two layer 

captcha. The paper also discusses how these captchas can be 

successfully cracked by bots. The paper also discusses our 

proposed algorithm named Smart captcha which can be 

solved by the human is less than five seconds but will be 

difficult for the bots to pass. The proposed captcha will be 

text-based captcha combined with an image that can be 

mapped using a checkbox. The proposed captcha is also 

time-based which should be solved within 15 seconds which 

will make bots even more challenging to attack the captcha. 

 

 

II. HISTORY OF CAPTCHA 

A. M. Turing (1950) Computing Machinery and 

Intelligence [1] has done a survey on turning the machine 

to understand "Can Machine Think". In this Quarterly 

review article "MIND A QUARTERLY REVIEW OF 

PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY” author A. M 

Turing has written seven-session namely  

1. The Imitation Game 

2. Critique of New Problem 

3. The Machine Concerned in the game 

4. Digital Computers 

5. Universality of Digital Computers 

6. Contrary Views on the Main Questions 

7. Learning Machines.  

B. Moni Naor(September 1996) [2] A preliminary draft, 

Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer 

Science, Weizmann Institute of Science, wrote on "Turing 

Machine" In this article the author has proposed a Turing 

test which verifies that human is the one who is querying 

on web application and not the bot. 

C. The most common Captchas were invented by groups 

of people working in parallel in 1997. The first group 

consisted of three Scientist Anderi Z. Border, Mark D. 

Lillibridge, Krishna Bharat, and Martin Abadi. The second 

group consisted of three scientist Gili Raanan, Eilon Solan 

and Eran Reshef. The two groups developed the initial 

version of Captcha which composed of letters, digits, 

distorted images etc.  

D. In September 2000 Udi Manber of Yahoo [8] 

mentioned about the "chat room problem" to researchers at  

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) where bots were 

joining the chat room and asking the user to click on the 

link of advertisement. A CMU professor Manuel Blum, 

Luis von A, John Langford developed GIMPY captcha 

which picked large English words randomly and displayed 

them as an image of the English words and asked the user 

to transcribe the words correctly.   

E. In 2003 the term Captcha[5] was coined by the team 

Luis von Ahn, Manuel Blum, Nicholas J. Hopper, and 

John Langford in a computer science department, 

Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA. In this 

paper, they introduced a captcha which was an automated 
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test which humans can pass but computers were unable to 

solve the  

F. In 2009 Google deployed new  captcha technology 

named recaptcha[16] to prevent bots from accessing user’s 

private and privileged data. 

 

G. In 2011 the Google used reCAPTCHA with 

CAPTCHA technology to digitize the archive of New 

York Times and Google Books[17][18]. 

H. In recent years Google used image-based captcha like 

identifying objects, Streets Marks, trees etc to improve its 

driverless car dataset.[18][19] 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our proposed captcha is a combination of characters, 

numbers, specials characters and different images. The 

character ranges is from "A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, 

L, M, N, O, P, Q, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z, a, b, c, d, e, f, 

g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z" and 

numbers ranges from "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9," and special 

characters range from "@, #, $, &". These characters, 

numbers and special characters are selected randomly to 

generate a text-based captcha. A background is added to 

this captcha. Our system also has a database of more than 

1000 images and these images are very common and can 

be easily recognized by a common man.  

One of this image are selected from the database 

randomly and joined with the text-based captcha that is 

generated using random characters, numbers and special 

characters. Three checkboxes are generated and one 

among which composes of exact text for text-based 

captcha and text for the image. If the user ticks the right 

checkbox then the captcha is solved and if the user ticks 

on the wrong checkbox the error message is displayed 

"Wrong Captcha" and new captcha is reloaded. The 

proposed algorithm is times based, the user has to solve 

the captcha within 15 seconds else an error message is 

displayed "Time Out" and new captcha is reloaded. 

 

A.  Algorithm for the proposed captcha 

 

Step 1 – Initialize a character string to {‘A to  Z’, ‘a to z’, 

‘1 to 9’, ‘@’, ‘#’, ‘&’, ‘$’} 

Step 2 – Set maximum length of text-based captcha to 5  

Step 3 – Generate each character in the text-based 

captcha with different color 

Step 4 – Add a background to the text-based captcha 

Step 5- Randomly choose any one image from the 

database 

Step 6 – Combine it with text-based captcha and generate 

a new captcha named Smart Captcha which is a 

combination of text and image based captcha 

Step 7 – Generate a three checkbox randomly which is 

composed of exact text for text-based captcha and text for 

the image. 

Step 8 - Check whether the user ticks the right checkbox. 

If the user ticks the right checkbox then the captcha is 

solved and if the user ticks on the wrong checkbox the 

error message is displayed "Wrong Captcha" and new 

captcha is reloaded. 

 

Step 9 – Check whether the user solves the captcha within 

15 seconds. 

Step 10 if the user is unable to solve the captcha within 

15-second display error message "Timeout" and reload  

 

B. Design Methodology 

Our proposed algorithm is implemented using Java 

programing language as a front-end and My SQL server 

as a backend tool. 

 

Why Java – One of the biggest reason that Java is 

popular and widely used programming language across 

the globe is that Java is a platform independent language 

and the program written in Java can run on different types 

machines. The Android application also uses Java. Since 

it is widely used and popular programming language in 

the world, many big and popular organization are built 

using Java. Many banks, schools, business, insurance 

companies, hospitals, retailers, manufacturers use Java 

because of its simplicity and security. Java is an evolving 

language which almost uniquely combines stability with 

innovation. 

 

Our proposed algorithm first generates the text-based 

captcha of three characters. Length of the text-based is 

kept only five because it can be solved at a faster rate. 

Following is the output for text-based captcha 

 

 
 

Figure 4 – Text-based Captcha of our proposed algorithm 

 

Next, the algorithm selects any one image from the 

database randomly. In this case, the algorithm has 

selected the image of a fan. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 – Random Image selected from the database 

 

 

Now algorithm combines this image and text-based 

captcha to form a Smart Captcha. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Smart Captcha 
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The final output of our proposed algorithm looks like this 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7 Smart Captcha with a right ticked checkbox 

 

When the user ticks the wrong checkbox new captcha is 

reloaded displaying the error message as the wrong 

captcha. 

IV. RESULTS 

This captcha was tested with more than 1000 people and 

around 700 users gave positive feedback for the proposed 

captcha. Many users found it easy and were able to solve it 

in less than five seconds. Captcha was clear, understandable 

and easy to solve and hence many users rated it in between 

100 to 90 points. 

 The feedback form was designed which composed of 

five points where first points ensure clarity of the captcha 

because nowadays there are many captchas which are 

complicated and unreadable for the humans too. The second 

point checks whether the user is understanding the captcha 

and can solve it. The third point checks the time required for 

the user to solve the captcha. Nowadays there are many 

captchas that are not solved even in 30 seconds and they 

simply go in infinite loop blocking our work. Fourth points 

in the feedback form check the likeliness of captcha by the 

user. The fifth point is designed to collect some additional 

information.   

   

 
Figure 8 Feedback of Smart Captcha 

Figure 8 illustrates the graph for feedback of smart captcha. 

The graph denotes that when tested more than 200 users 

rated it with 100 points and more than 450 users rated it 

within between 99 to 90 points. Around 150 users were 

neutral and around 100 users gave negative feedback for 

this captcha 

         

 
Figure 9 Comparison of different Captcha w.r.t. Time 

 

Figure 9 illustrates the graph of different captcha with 

respect to time. Smart captcha was solved by more than 500 

people in less than five seconds. Similarly, Multilayer 

Captcha was solved by 500 people in less than 20 seconds, 

sweet captcha and play through was solved by 400 people is 

less than 20 seconds, biometric security captcha was solved 

by 500 people in less than 15 seconds and text-based 

captcha was solved by 500 people in less than 10 seconds. 

 

V. CAPTCHA TESTING 

Captcha Testing – Our Smart captcha was tested on 

captcha solver tools like GSA captcha breaker, 

Able2Extract Professional 12, and online OCR reader and 

convert it to text "www.newocr.com" 

A. GSA captcha  

GSA stands for German Software development and 

Analytics. This software will accept the captcha and solves 

any captcha. This software will accept user captcha and find 

the best algorithm to solve your captcha and display the text 

of your image captcha. Our captcha was tested with this 

software and following was the output of from this 

software.  

Smart Captcha[owned by me] was tested in GSA 

Captcha software [https://www.gsa-

online.de/product/captcha_breaker/] and figure 10 and 11 

depicts the test results which was tested in October 2018. 

 

 
Figure 10 Output of the Smart Captcha when tested in 

GSA Captcha Software[Smart Captcha is owned by me] 
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Figure 11 Output of Smart Captcha with 0 % success rate 

when tested in GSA CAPTCHA. 

B. Able2 Extract Professional 12  

This software converts any PDF, regardless of whether it 

is native or scanned, using the powerful OCR technology 

that is part of Able2Extract Professional. The latest version 

of the OCR engine has the ability to not only convert text 

but also certain types of images as well. Smart Captcha was 

tested in this software too and the output generated for 

captcha by Able2 Extract Professional 12 was scrabbled 

letter which were unable to read. 

C. Online OCR reader 

NewOCR.com is a free online OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition) service, can analyze the text in any image file 

that you upload and then convert the text from the image 

into text that you can easily edit on your computer. Our 

captcha was also tested with online OCR reader the text 

captcha up to three characters was easily deployed this 

online OCR reader but with the five characters, it never 

displayed any output. https://www.newocr.com/. 

The software was able to detect text captcha for length in 

a few cases 

 

Following output was generated for the text-based 

captcha by NewOCR API 

 
Figure 12 Output of Online OCR Reader for VbWUY 

was VibjWUX. 

VI. MATHEMATICAL PROOF TO PROVE DIFFICULT TO SOLVE  

Good Captcha is a Test T where most human have 

success rate probability as 1 and bots have a success rate for 

T which is nil or negligible. 

Definition – A test T is said to be (α, β) human executable 

if at least α portion of the population has success greater 

than β over T. 

 

Statement - Smart captcha are unsolvable by bots in time t. 

 

Proof  : 

C1 ∈ {SC}     SC is smart captcha, C1 is a text captcha 

C2 ∈ {SC}     C2 is an image captcha 

t1 is the time required to solve text captcha 

t2 is the time required to solve image captcha 

t1 + t2 is the time required to solve smart captcha by bots 

 t is the time required to solve the smart captcha within 15 

seconds 

 On input x by bot run a captcha test T for C1 

o If captcha test passes that is T == x in time t1 

then accept x and halt. Print success 

captcha solved in t1 seconds 

o If the captcha test does not passes that is T ≠ 

x in time  t1 second then reject and load 

new captcha C1 

 

 On input x1 by bot run a captcha test T1 for C2 

o If captcha test passes that is T1 == x1 in time 

t2 seconds then accept x1 and halt. Print 

success captcha solved in t2 seconds 

o If the captcha test does not passes that is T1 

≠ x1 in time  t2 second then reject and 

load new captcha C2 

Smart captcha are unsolvable 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

Captcha which stands for completely automated public 

Turing test to tell computers and humans apart. Captcha's 

are software code which is used to distinguish between 

human user and bots. The main purpose of captcha are a 

security check. Captcha should be easy for humans to solve 

in few seconds but difficult for a bot to crack the captcha. 

Main disadvantage of todays widely used multilayer 

captcha, text-based captcha or even image based captcha is 

that the captcha are so complicated, distorted and 

unreadable that even human are unable to read and solve 

them in few seconds. They are very annoying and 

sometimes blocks our important work for hours without any 

reason. Few captchas which are widely used today image 

captcha simply take us in an infinite loop or take the long 

time to solve. The main goal of the captcha is that it should 

make human and computer apart and block the bots and not 

humans. Captcha's should be solved by a human in a few 

seconds but difficult for bots to pass. Captcha should be 

clear, understandable and solvable by human and unsolvable 

by bots. Our proposed algorithm which is clear, readable 

and can be solved by humans in less than five seconds is 

implemented in Java. Our captcha is composed of two parts 
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text captcha and image captcha, the user should tick on right 

checkbox within 15 second which maps text for text-based 

captcha and text for image-based captcha. The proposed 

captcha was tested with 10000 users and it was more than 

8000 user were able to solve the captcha in less than 

15seconds.  

 

Future Work 

Text-based captcha can be made more complicated by 

using distortion, rotation and split algorithm which is still 

easy for a human to recognize in few second but difficult for 

bots or OCR algorithms to solve in a specified time. The 

image stored in the database has to be changed periodically 

because it should be difficult for the machine learning 

algorithm to learn about the image and map the correct text 

in the specified time. Images also can be displayed in a 

distorted form which can be recognized by human but 

difficult for bots to solve. 
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